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Human Kinetics Publishers, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 277 x 216 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Team building is a proven approach for helping people
become respectful competitors, cooperative team members, and community leaders. Now you can
help your students or group develop those same important skills with Essentials of Team Building:
Principles and Practices. The authors, with two successful books on team building and 30 years of
team-building experience, offer a day-by-day guide for implementing activities and challenges for
individual sessions, units, or an entire semester.The activities and challenges are geared to
beginning through advanced participants in a variety of settings, and they help participants develop
the following valuable skills: -Problem solving-Appropriate risk taking-Building working
relationships-Cooperation-Leadership and communication-Creative thinking-Building trust-Making
decisions-Setting goals-Developing physical skillsIn chapters 1 and 2 the authors introduce the
concept of team building, including its benefits, its connection with adventure education and
community building, and the process involved in building a team. Chapters 3 and 4 provide
assessment tools and safety strategies. Chapter 5 offers a sample college course outline in team
building. You ll find icebreaker and community activities in chapter 6, and in chapters 7 through 9
you can choose...
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It becomes an incredible publication that we actually have at any time read. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is actually the finest pdf i actually have read through within my personal life and might be he finest publication for actually.
-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS
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